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WELCOME 
from our Region Chair 

Dear Region III members, colleagues and guests, 

On behalf of the Region III Executive Committee and 2015 Spring Meeting 

Program Committee, I would like to personally welcome each of you to Isle of 

Palms, to the beautiful Wild Dunes Resort, and to the 2015 Region III Spring 

Meeting!  

It is an exciting time for Region III, and for our profession, as we continue to 

grow and adapt to the many changes facing us.  This year’s meeting theme, 

Uncharted Waters. Exploring Together, accurately summarizes our response 

to the greatest transformation in regulation our  profession has ever seen.  

Today, we celebrate the launch of  the Uniform Guidance, and the fact that 

we survived December 26, 2014! 

Our Region is also going through a period of change.  The Executive Committee has worked tirelessly this 

past year to develop new Administrative Policies and to bring you a revised organizational structure that 

includes an expanded Leadership Team - offering more opportunities to get involved in regional activities.  

Please join us on Tuesday at 3:00pm for our Getting to Know Region III session for more information! 

I’d also like to express our gratitude to the many presenters and discussion facilitators for bringing your 

time, talent and expertise to our program - and to our sponsors and exhibitors for your partnership and 

generous support. 

And to our valued members, we hope you make the most of all that the 2015 Region III Spring Meeting 

has to offer.  We’re excited you’re here! 

See you again in Sandestin, Florida  for our 2016 meeting, 

 

NCURA REGION III CHAIR 
Laurianne Torres 
Duke University 
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SCHEDULE 
AT A GLANCE 

Date Event Location 

SATURDAY, MAY 9    
7:30 AM - 5:00 PM Workshop Registration Open Palms Foyer 

8:30 AM - 4:30 PM Full-Day Workshops See Page 8 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM Morning Half-Day Workshops See Page 8 
10:30 AM - 10:45 AM Workshop Morning Break Tides Foyer 
Noon - 1:00 PM Workshop Luncheon Palms 2 
1:00 PM - 4:30 PM Afternoon Half-Day Workshops See Page 8 
2:45 PM - 3:00 PM Workshop Afternoon Break Tides Foyer 
SUNDAY, MAY 10   
7:30 AM - 5:30 PM Registration Open Palms Foyer 

8:30 AM - 4:30 PM Full-Day Workshops See Page 9 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM Morning Half-Day Workshops See Page 9-10 
10:15 AM - 10:30 AM Workshop Morning Break Tides Foyer 
Noon - 1:00 PM Workshop Luncheon Palmetto Hall 
1:00 PM - 4:30 PM Afternoon Half-Day Workshops See Page 10 
2:45 PM - 3:00 PM Workshop Afternoon Break Tides Foyer 
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Welcome Tailgate Reception South Pool  Deck 
8:00 PM - Midnight Hospitality Suite Boardwalk Inn Club Room 
MONDAY, MAY 11   
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM Registration Open Palms Foyer 
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM Continental Breakfast Palms Foyer 
8:45 AM - 9:00 AM Conference Welcome Palms 4 - 8 
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Keynote: Dr. Matthew Anderson (St. Joseph’s University) Palms 4 - 8 
10:30 AM - 10:45 AM Morning Break with Exhibitors Palms Foyer 
10:45 AM - Noon Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 12 
Noon - 1:30 PM  Lunch Palms 4 - 8 
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 13 
2:45 PM - 3:00 PM Afternoon Break with Exhibitors Palms Foyer 
3:00 - 4:15 PM Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 14 
5:00 PM Dinner Groups  Meet in Lobby of Boardwalk Inn 
8:00 PM - Midnight Hospitality Suite Boardwalk Inn Club Room 

7:30 AM - 8:30 AM Continental Breakfast Tides Foyer 

7:30 AM - 8:30 AM Continental Breakfast Tides Foyer 

HOW TO ACCESS WI-FI AT WILD DUNES RESORT 

IN MEETING ROOMS: 
Select the “Sweetgrass 1,2,3,4” as your network, and enter password: NCURA2015. 

IN GUEST ROOMS: 
Select the “Boardwalk Inn Guestrooms” or “Village Guestrooms” as your network.  No password is needed.  

NOTE THAT YOU MUST LOG OUT AND BACK IN WHEN ACCESSING WIFI 
BETWEEN MEETING AND GUEST ROOMS 
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SCHEDULE 
AT A GLANCE 

DOWNLOAD THE NCURA APP 
TO YOUR iPHONE or ANDROID 

MOBILE DEVICE 
AND STAY CONNECTED! 

 

Once you have downloaded the App, 
search for: 

2015 NCURA Region III 
Spring Meeting 

 

Customize your meeting experience 
by adding sessions to the 

My Schedule feature!  

Date Event Location 

TUESDAY, MAY 12   

7:30 AM - 8:45 AM Continental Breakfast  Palms Foyer 
7:30 AM - 8:45 AM Newcomer Breakfast Palms 4 - 5 
9:00 AM - 10:15 AM Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 15 
10:15 AM - 10:30 AM Morning Break with Exhibitors Palms Foyer 
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 16 
Noon - 1:30 PM Lunch/Regional Business Meeting Palms 4 - 8 
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 17 
2:45 PM - 3:00 PM Afternoon Break with Exhibitors  Palms Foyer 
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups See Page 18 
6:30 PM - 7:00 PM Pre-Dinner Reception Grand Pavilion North & Gazebo 
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM Regional Dinner Celebration Grand Pavilion North & Gazebo 
10:00 PM - Midnight Hospitality Suite open Boardwalk Inn Club Room 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 13   
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM Continental Breakfast Palms Foyer 
8:45 AM - 10:00 AM Concurrent Sessions  See Page 19 
10:00 AM - 10:15 AM Morning Break with Exhibitors Palms Foyer 
10:15 AM - 11:30 AM Concurrent Sessions  See Page 20 
11:30 AM Meeting Adjourns  

7:30 AM - 3:30 PM Registration Palms Foyer 

OUR EVENT HAS 
GONE MOBILE! 

SCAN HERE 
TO DOWNLOAD 
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KEYNOTE 
ADDRESS 

Matthew J. Anderson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 

 

Dr. Matthew J. Anderson is an Associate Professor of Psychology at 

Saint Joseph’s University (Philadelphia, PA, USA) where he teaches 

and investigates various aspects of animal behavior, with a 

particular interest in flamingos and other avian species. 

 

Dr. Anderson and his students study the captive flock of Caribbean flamingos (Phoenicopterus ruber) 

at the Philadelphia Zoo, and also employ web cams trained on flamingo flocks around the globe in 

order to better understand the behavior of these highly social, iconic birds, and to perhaps gain some 

insight into the evolution and workings of general behavioral processes. His research on Caribbean 

flamingo resting behavior and efforts to  answer the age-old question, "Why do flamingos stand on 

one leg?" have received substantial media coverage from 

around the globe. He is the director of Saint Joseph's 

University’s interdisciplinary minor in Animal Studies, and has 

authored over thirty scholarly articles and book chapters.  

 

Dr. Anderson has also edited a book titled, Tasks and 

Techniques: A Sampling of Methodologies for the Investigation 

of Animal Learning, Behavior, and Cognition (published by Nova 

Science Publishers), and has written and illustrated a 

children’s picture book about flamingos titled, Pink Flamingos 

All Around (published by Speckled Egg Press).   
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MEETING INFO 
 

NEWCOMER: (a new member or first time attendee): NCURA encourages new members and first time attendees to take 

advantage of the many opportunities the Spring Meeting offers to network and share ideas with your like-minded colleagues.  

Attend the Newcomer Breakfast, participate in the various events such as dinner groups, and daily lunch in the Palms 

Ballroom. Be sure to come out for Tuesday night’s Regional Dinner Celebration, introduce yourself to new colleagues and kick 

off your shoes in the warm sand! 

AMBASSADORS: Keep an eye out for Meeting Ambassadors (they will be wearing special Ambassador buttons).  They are 

available during the meeting to help you navigate to session locations and to answer any questions.  If they can’t answer your 

question, they know someone who can! 

EVALUATIONS: Your feedback is critical to the success of our meeting!  Please take a moment to complete the surveys so 

that we can continue to improve your Spring Meeting experience.  Evaluations are available on the NCURA App or at the 

Registration Desk. 

HANDOUTS: We are going green and not printing hard copies of the session presentations. If you wish to print out hard 
copies, please visit: http://ncuraregioniii.com/presentations/.  The website will be updated as presentation handouts are 
received.  If you are attending a half-day or full-day workshop, workshop materials/handouts will be provided and distributed 
at the workshop. 

REGION BUSINESS MEETINGS: Region III holds a Business Meeting each year at the Spring Meeting. Everyone is welcome 

and encouraged to attend! If you are not a Region III member, you are still encouraged to attend!   

NCURA APP: This year we are offering the NCURA App to make your meeting experience more interactive and easy to 

navigate!  Download the FREE NCURA App for iOS or Android, click Download Guides and select Region III  Spring Meeting.  

Once there, let us know you have arrived by checking in under the Attendees menu.  Customize your schedule by choosing 

sessions under the My Schedule menu.  Navigate to sessions using the Maps menu.  Find networking opportunities and social 

activities under the Networking and Social Events menus.  Last but not least, get up-to-the-minute updates on any last minute 

changes to the program schedule or planned activities through the Inbox menu! 

TRACK KEY: Tracks are designed to ensure that attendees are able to choose topic-specific, level-appropriate sessions to 

further learning and meet educational objectives.  The tracks represent top-level subject areas for research administration 

and general professional development.  

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES: We are always looking for volunteers!  The time you invest in volunteering not only makes our 

organization more successful, but provides a great opportunity for you to utilize your skills and learn something new.  It’s a win

-win for everyone - so go ahead, volunteer!  For opportunities to get involved, please visit the Region III website: 

www.ncuraregioniii.com or inquire at Meeting Check-in.  

WORKSHOPS: Consider attending a half-day or full-day workshop.  If you have not already signed up for a workshop, don’t 

miss out!  You may register online at the Spring Meeting website www.ncuraregioniii.com/sm-registration.php or onsite at 

Meeting Check-in.  Please note that there is an additional cost associated with workshop offerings.  

QUESTIONS? During or after the meeting, reach out to a Meeting Ambassador, email the Program Chair (see information 

located on page 27), or visit the Meeting Check-in area where someone will be most happy to assist! 
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WORKSHOPS 
FULL AND HALF DAY 
SATURDAY, MAY 9 

FULL DAY 8:30 - 4:30 
WS1: NIH Fundamentals 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Federal 
This workshop will provide research administrators with a 
fundamental understanding of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
research grants process. The focus will be on NIH organization, an 
overview of various funding mechanisms, the receipt-and-review 
process, pre-award funding considerations, and post-award 
administration. The workshop will address successful strategies and 
principles used to increase success of grant proposals, stressing the 
development and preparation of the proposal from the reviewers' 
perspective. Additionally, the workshop will cover fundamental 
concepts of NIH grant policy and post-award administration. 
Dede Rutberg, National Institutes of Health 
Room: Tides  C 
 
WS4: Proposal Review 101 & 102 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Pre-Award 
This full-day workshop provides the opportunity to participate in 
WS#2 Proposal Review 101:  What You Must Know to be a Pre-Award 
Research Administrator” offered 8:30-noon and WS#3 Proposal 
Review 102:  Integrating Regulations, Laws, Policies, and Best 
Practices offered 1:00-4:30 pm.  It is recommended taking both for a 
fully rounded experience for the newcomer.  By choosing this option 
you will save $75.00!  Details for the individual workshops are 
included below.  
Brigette Pfister, Virginia Commonwealth University; Trisha Southergill, 
Montana Tech 
Room: Tides A 
 

MORNING HALF-DAY 8:30 - NOON 
WS2: Proposal Review 101: What You Must Know to be a Pre-Award 
Research Administrator 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Pre-Award 
Newcomers to research administration are often overwhelmed by the 
sheer volume of information we must know and use in our daily work. 
In addition, there are certain skills that are crucial to our daily lives. 
We must be able to cultivate and grow those skills while learning the 
profession – a “drink from the firehose” if there ever was one! This 
workshop is a pre-award focused step-by-step guide for newcomers 
to the profession, both in central offices and at the department level, 
illustrating an efficient and effective way to handle comprehensive 
pre-award proposal reviews, communicate with faculty, and make 
sure the proposal is ready for submission, while at the same time 
identifying important skills and developing them.  
Brigette Pfister, Virginia Commonwealth University; Trisha Southergill, 
Montana Tech 
Room: Tides A 

AFTERNOON HALF-DAY 1:00 - 4:30 
WS3 - Proposal Review 102: Integrating Regulations, Laws, Policies 
and Best Practices  
Content Level: Basic   Track: Pre-Award 
For research administrators at the “advanced beginner” level, this 
workshop builds on the concepts introduced in Proposal Review 101, 
with a focus on the regulations, procedures, and policies that must all 
be carefully considered as we review proposals and manage awards. 
Specific points in the process are highlighted to show where the 
various rules and regulations become involved, and the related 
criteria we should be looking for during pre-award proposal review.  
We will touch on compliance with sponsor guidelines and applicable 
regulations, budget preparation, honing the basic skills, and 
enhancing the research administrator’s professional judgment.  
Brigette Pfister, Virginia Commonwealth University; Trisha Southergill, 
Montana Tech 
Room: Tides A 
 
WS6 - Collaborative Projects: Developing Sustainable Partnerships  
Content Level: Intermediate  Track: Research Development 
In the wake of dwindling federal and state funds, many institutions 
are experiencing increasing demands to maintain or increase funding 
with limited available resources which make it almost impossible to 
accomplish tasks or goals by relying on one institution’s resources. 
Therefore, many institutions of higher education are seeing an 
increase in the need for collaborations. Building collaborations can 
take many forms, from informally coordinating between organizations 
to establishing full-fledged partnerships with formal Memoranda of 
Understanding. Primarily, these partnerships will involve mutually-
beneficial and well-defined relationships entered into by two or more 
organizations to achieve a common goal. However, navigating the 
waters of building effective partnerships can be a daunting and often 
frightening experience. This workshop will provide participants with a 
comprehensive overview of the collaboration process. Within the 
framework of this workshop, participants will gain an understanding 
of how to define, establish, and maintain true collaborations. Also, 
participants will be provided with tips on available, cost effective 
tools and resources that can be used to manage the collaborative 
process. 
Sharon Smith, Middle Tennessee State University; Wanda Hutto, 
Medical University of South Carolina  
Room: Tides B 
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WORKSHOPS 
FULL AND HALF DAY 

SUNDAY, MAY 10 

FULL DAY 8:30 - 4:30 
WS7 - Managing Proposals and Awards from a Departmental 
Perspective  
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Departmental 
Research administration responsibilities can be overwhelming. The 
process of putting a proposal together, managing a grant once 
funded and properly closing it out at the end are the day-to-day 
activities that department administrators struggle with. This session 
will introduce best practices that will assist department 
administrators with pre and post award administration. This 
workshop will focus on topics that influence the daily operations of 
managing pre and post award. It is designed for research 
administrators and will provide them with an overview of the 
significant principles and issues surrounding proposals, grants and 
contracts. Topics will include proposal and budget development, 
identifying key personnel, subcontract versus service agreement and 
cost sharing. This session will also focus on preparing financial status 
reports, account reconciliation, closeout of awards, cost transfers, 
allowable and allocable costs and much more. 
Tamara Hill, Emory University; Erika Cottingham, University of North 
Carolina, Charlotte; Tolise Miles, Children’s National Medical Center; 
Valerie Crickard, University of North Carolina, Charlotte; Anne Albinak, 
John Hopkins University 
Room: Tides A 
 

MORNING HALF-DAY 8:30 - NOON 
WS8 - Allowable Costs in the Uniform Guidance  
Content Level: Overview   Track: Post Award 
This workshop will explore pre- and post- award regulations and 
allowable costs. The discussion will provide an overview of the 
regulation subparts, why they exist and how to use them to be 
effective grant managers with a focus on allowable costs. This 
workshop is geared to those staff and faculty members who are new 
to research administration, or those who want a refresher on the 
regulations that guide research administration. Participants will be 
given a number of scenarios to work through and then will present 
back to the group on the recommended decision(s) or course of 
action and the regulations in the Uniform Requirements that support 
the decisions made. Come prepared to engage in lively discussion! 
Robert Bingham-Roy, Georgia Institute of Technology; Kay Gilstrap, 
Georgia State University  
Room: Palms 4 & 5 
 
WS9 - Building Relationships, Reducing Stress: Developing an 
Effective Working Relationship with Faculty  
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
Have you ever gone home after a stressful day and said, “If I had only 
known sooner, I could have done more for my PI”? As Research 
Administrators, there is nothing more important than the ability to 
develop and maintain strong working relationships with the faculty 
with whom we work. These relationships allow us to be more 
effective, reduce stress, and ultimately make us go-to people within 
our institutions. This workshop will help make you a vital part of every 
faculty member’s team by providing insight into true needs of faculty 
and explore ways to assist your faculty on a more individualized level. 
David Smelser, University of Tennessee; Laurianne Torres, Duke 
University; Justo Torres, North Carolina State University  
Room: Tides C 
 

WS10 - Pre-Award Basics  
Content Level: Basic    Track: Pre-Award 
This half-day workshop will explore the pre-award segment of the 
Sponsored Project Lifecycle and will immerse participants in the 
issues, challenges, processes and regulations associated with the 
identification of funding opportunities; development, budgeting, 
review, approval and submission of proposals; and review, 
negotiation, acceptance and set-up of awards. In addition, we will 
explore the roles and responsibilities of those involved in pre-award 
activities and transactions. The workshop will also include interactive 
elements to help participants confirm their understanding of the 
material and present them with the opportunity to immediately utilize 
newly acquired knowledge. 
Tony Ventimiglia, Auburn University; Blake Cowing, Emory University  
Room: Palms 1 
 
WS11 - The Most Difficult, but Unspoken, Management Challenge: 
Dealing with a Persistent Problem Employee  
Content Level: Advanced    Track: General 
Many of us have attained, or aspire to move into, a management 
position in research administration.  In that capacity, we are expected 
to be the charismatic leader who successfully motivates our highly 
skilled staff to consistently perform at exceptional levels and in total 
harmony.  Many of our NCURA workshops and sessions focus on the 
positive aspects of leadership and staff development and help 
managers to succeed in the leader role.  However, in reality, despite 
the supportive approach and the training, mentoring, and feedback 
we give, we sometimes find ourselves in the uncomfortable situation 
of having to deal with an employee who persistently underperforms 
or engages in unprofessional behavior in the workplace.  Our more 
traditional hierarchical supervisory responsibility, dictated by human 
resource practices, kicks in and we become obligated to take actions 
that are in the best interests of the institution.  However, most of us 
have little experience and no formal training in this most sensitive 
and difficult aspect of personnel management.   
This workshop is designed for current managers with supervisory 
responsibilities and individuals who hope to move into a 
management/supervisory position in the near future.  Some of the 
types of behavior and some of the performance deficiencies that 
warrant intervention will be discussed, but the workshop will focus on 
implementing appropriate intervention strategies and actions and 
initiating and carrying out the dismissal process.  The workshop will 
be interactive, using case studies to develop problem-solving skills 
and role play to practice communication skills, and will provide the 
opportunity for sharing experiences and seeking suggestions for 
hypothetical personnel challenges.  No amount of training can fully 
prepare a manager for the responsibility of dismissing an employee, 
and we all hope to not have to learn by doing.  However, if dismissal 
becomes the only option, the information, techniques, tools, and 
resources shared in this workshop will lessen the manager's 
uncertainty and anxiety throughout the process.  
Barbara Gray, East Carolina University; Jennifer Shambrook, 
University of Central Florida  
Room: Palms 2 
 

(continued…) 
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WORKSHOPS 
HALF DAY 
SUNDAY, MAY 10 

MORNING HALF-DAY 8:30 - NOON 
(continued…) 
WS12 - Research Compliance Basics  
Content Level: Basic     Track: Compliance 
Research institutions are obligated by law to uphold numerous 
standards for the ethical conduct of research. In recent years, these 
requirements have been lumped under the heading “research 
compliance” and many institutions have created positions that deal 
solely with regulatory compliance in research. This session will 
provide an introductory survey of the research compliance landscape, 
covering topics with which any research administrator, whether in 
central administration or a department, should be acquainted, 
including: scientific integrity, the care and use of animals; the 
protection of human subjects' rights and welfare; disclosure and 
management of conflicts of interest; and export controls. 
Thomas Coggins, University of South Carolina; Tracy Arwood, Clemson 
University  
Room: Tides B 
 

AFTERNOON HALF-DAY 1:00 - 4:30 
WS13 – Contracting with Industry in the Current R&D Innovation 
Environment  
Content Level: Intermediate    Track: Pre-Award 
We have been witnessing a shift in R&D in industry from large labs to 
small teams that are dedicated to serving business units. Industrial 
Research is taking a back seat to Development. At the same time the 
federal government is pouring millions of dollars into fundamental 
research at universities to explore exciting new technologies, but only 
exceptional inventions are patented and licensed. Increasingly, 
industry scientists who are paying attention to academic publications 
in recognized journals, presentations at international conferences, 
and what’s happening in professors’ labs. There’s great potential for 
university-industry collaboration in research.  
Jeff Newman, Vanderbilt University 
Room: Tides B 

 
 
 
WS14 – Service Centers: How to perform a compliant cost analysis 
and manage financial compliance issues  
Content Level: Intermediate    Track: Post Award 
Research administrators may find themselves involved in managing 
or overseeing service centers and want to learn more information as 
to how to conduct a compliant cost analysis that breaks even and 
allows for rate setting to be appropriate. This session will provide a 
foundation for proper rate setting strategies that adhere to the 
costing guidance in OMB Uniform Guidance as well as address key 
compliance hot topics such as service center subsidies and provide 
solutions to manage those issues. 
Martin Smith, Attain, LLC; David Schultz, University of Louisiana, 
Lafayette  
Room: Tides C 
 
 
WS17 – A Crosswalk to the Uniform Guidance  
Content Level: Intermediate    Track: Federal 
Did the implementation of the Uniform Guidance sneak up on 
you?  We can all get caught up in the daily grind and lose track of 
how quickly time is passing.  This session will highlight the major 
changes noted in the Uniform Guidance as well as a review of the 
COFAR frequently asked questions and the Federal agency 
implementation guidance. 
Justo Torres, North Carolina State University 
Room: Palms 4 

CLIMB ABOARD THE S.S. HOSPITALITY! 

Anchors Aweigh Welcome Night 
Sunday - 8:00pm to midnight 
Bring your sailor hat and come SAILebrate the opening of the 
2015 NCURA Region III Spring Meeting with the crew of the 
S.S. Hospitality!   Wear your best sea-worthy nautical attire to 
receive a welcome aboard gift bag (while supplies last) and a 
chance to win 1 of 2 door prizes. 

Cross Questions & Crooked Answers 
Team Game Night 
Monday - 8:00pm to midnight 
Got next?  Tag your team and gather ‘round as we crown the 2015 
NCURA Region III team with the mostest during our game night 
challenge.   Thinking caps are required but shoes are 
optional!!  Who will be the last team standing? 

 
 
 
 
 
The Leaning Tower of 
Research Administration 
Tuesday - 10:00pm to midnight 
How high can you go?  It's gravity vs. our super powered 
Research Admins!  Pick your parks, and build your tower as high as 
you can without toppling it over.  Winner takes next but only one 
team can rage against the machine and be crowned the tower 
building champ.  Will it be you?  
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THE NCURA EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
was established by a donation from Region III’s 
own, Jerry Fife, a Past President and a recipient of 

NCURA’s Outstanding Research Administrator Award. When 
Jerry made the gift, he talked about how he wanted to give 
back to NCURA since it had made such a difference for him—
not only in the subject-matter education, but also what he 
called “leadership lessons.” Based on Jerry’s gift and a be-
quest from another NCURA member, NCURA’s Educational 
Scholarship Fund has been created. This fund is designed to 
provide access to funds, through the generosity of NCURA 
members, which would otherwise be unavailable. 

THE MIRACLE LEAGUE removes the barriers 
that keep children with mental and physical 
disabilities off the baseball field and lets them 
experience the joy of America’s favorite pas-
time. Since the main barriers for these adults arise from the 
natural grass fields used in conventional leagues, Miracle 
League teams play on a custom-designed, rubberized turf field 
that accommodates wheelchairs and other assertive devices 
while helping to prevent injuries.  But it’s more than playing a 
game. The  Miracle League is about making new friends, build-
ing self-esteem and being treated just like other athletes.   

FUNDRAISING 
  CHALLENGE 

Help our region make a difference 
by donating to these two great charities! 

BUCCANEER BAG TOSS 
Get a matey and use your cannon of an arm for a good cause and some loot. 

$10 per team. 
Don’t want to play, but you want to support a team? 

Donate $2 for a Bonus Bag earning that team double the points in any round! 
Sunday during Welcome Reception 6:00-7:00 at South Pool Deck 

 

TRIVIA & TREASURE NIGHT 
Urchin for a competition of wits? 

Come out as a team or solo for $10 total for a chance at earning some treasure. 
Monday at 9:00pm in the Hospitality Suite 

 

BLOW THE BALLOON DOWN 
Heave ho!  Pillage and plunder as ye fire off a dart or two to collect prizes.  $3/5 darts. 

Collect doubloons and cash them in portside for yer fortune! 
Tuesday at 6:30pm during the Reception and Dinner Celebration at the Grand Pavilion  

FUNDRAISING COMPETITIONS 
  

STATE ’SHIP 
Thar be no place like home! Fill yer state mug at a chance for glory. 

The state that buries the most gold will bring home the trophy! 
 

SCAVENGER’S TREASURE HUNT 
Alright ye scallywags, time to anchor up and look for the loot! 
Purchase a treasure map ($ 5.00) and seek out yer bounty. 

Additional clues can be sought at a cost of $2.00 from the Pirate Captain. 

WEEKLONG 
EVENTS 

NIGHTLY 
EVENTS 
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MONDAY, MAY 11 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

10:45 AM - 12:00 PM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Planning Ahead: Pre-Award Practices for a Problem Free Post-Award  
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Departmental 
This session will cover topics that relate to the daily operations of 
managing pre-award. We will discuss proposal budget development, 
identifying key personnel, effort and salary, subcontracts versus 
service agreements, and more. Participants will learn about the 
unexpected and re-occurring issues that arise in post-award 
administration that could have been avoided at the pre-award stage. 
Some pitfalls are basic, like not budgeting for foreign travel; others 
complicated, such as cost share: in-kind and matching.  
Jennifer Ramsey, Florida State University; Tolise Miles, Children’s 
National Medical Center 
Room: Palms 1 
 
Clinical Trials: What Are They, Why Do Them and The Life Cycle  
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
In the increasingly complex world of clinical trials creation-
implementation-management-closeout, cooperation is essential in 
the successful navigation of this process.  The stake holders are the 
sponsors (industry/government/non-profit), clinical investigators, 
patients, payers, regulators and our own institutions.  Each 
stakeholder offers a different expertise and/or meets a unique need 
of the trial.  Coordination and management of all stressors is the 
success to a trial.  Substantial time, money, personnel, materials, 
support systems and clear planning comprise the steps of a 
successful clinical trial.  Throughout the process we have to ensure 
we are compliant not only with the related IRB, but in how we 
consent, how we bill and how we report out.  This session will touch 
on the various components of a clinical trial, the participants and 
move toward demonstrating some process and production 
management tools and techniques to try and reach success for all 
stakeholders.  
Randi Wasik, Duke University 
Room: Palms 2 
 
Staff Development When Resources Are Limited 
Content Level: Overview   Track: PUI 
Training is vital for employees, but as budgets shrink, it can be 
difficult for us to meet their professional development needs. This 
workshop is intended to open a dialogue on options to effectively 
train and motivate professional staff under conditions of reduced 
funding. Come prepared for brainstorming and sharing ideas!  
Charles Patterson, Georgia Southern University 
Room: Palms 3 
 
Overview of RCR’s Core Areas  
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Compliance 
This presentation will give an overview of the key core areas of 
responsible conduct of research. Each RCR topic will be defined and 
described. In addition examples and case studies will be used to 
demonstrate the application of each core area. 
Jo Smith, University of Central Florida 
Room: Tides A 
 
 
 
 
 

Ask NIH 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Federal 
Ask a NIH Chief Grants Management Officer any grants management 
question. Questions may be about policy, administrative and/or fiscal 
issues. 
Dede Rutberg, National Institutes of Health 
Room: Palmetto Hall 
 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
Effort Reporting in the Era of Uniform Guidance: Revisit or Stay the 
Course? 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Post Award 
Many institutions have invested significantly in their current effort 
reporting systems, trained faculty and staff on the their processes, all 
designed around the prescriptive requirements of OMB Circular A-21. 
In the Era of the OMB Uniform Guidance, which ushered in a less 
prescriptive approach, should Universities consider changing its 
approach? This session will explore the people, process, and 
technology involved in the effort reporting process and examine the 
pros and cons of adapting alternative approaches. 
Evan Roberts, Attain, LLC; Bill Lambert, Emory University 
Room: Tides B 
 
Strategic Planning for Organizational Leaders: Vision, Mission, Goals 
and Metrics 
Content Level: Senior  Track: Research Development 
This discussion will provide a forum for Senior Administrators to 
discuss complex issues related to Strategic Planning. We will discuss 
how Senior Research Administrators shape the strategic plan for the 
organization. This discussion will include issues related to 
establishing priorities, investing in research infrastructure, planning 
for the future in times of uncertainty, and measuring success. 
Jennifer Shambrook, University of Central Florida 
Room: Tides C 
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Introduction to Compliance and Pre-Award Consideration 
Content Level: Basic              Track:  Pre-Award 
To new research administrators compliance can seem complicated 
and confusing. However, pre-award administrators increasingly need 
to understand what compliance issues may impact proposal 
development. This session will focus on identifying the main areas of 
non-financial compliance in research administration, including IRB, 
IACUC, IBC, COI, and RCR, and how pre-award research 
administrators can identify compliance issues in proposal 
development.  
Alison Krauss, Western Carolina University; Erin Burnside, Western 
Carolina University; Erika Cottingham, University of North Carolina, 
Charlotte 
Room: Palms 1 
 
Grant Accounting Issues that Impact Proper Award Closeouts 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Post Award 
Closeouts are fairly straightforward--or should be; however, there are 
numerous items that delay a proper award closeout. This session will 
explore those issues that happen during the life-cycle of the award 
that impact a proper award closeout. Issues include payroll 
allocations, reallocations, and effort certifications; subrecipients, cost 
transfers, PI approval of transactions, and managing cash application 
of receivables. 
Martin Smith, Attain, LLC; David Schultz, University of Louisiana, 
Lafayette; Pam Whitlock, University of North Carolina, Willingham 
Room: Palms 2 
 
Stingrays, Sharks, Electric Eels and More: Working with “Difficult” 
People 
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
Drawing on the research of various management gurus and human 
resources experts, this session will cover the various types of 
“difficult” people and provide practical advice on how to work 
effectively with them. In keeping with this year’s conference theme, 
each archetype will be personified by a well-known “sea creature” -- 
from Mr. Krabs of Spongebob Squarepants fame to the Kraken from 
Clash of the Titans.  Whether your colleague is a “Little Mermaid” or a 
“Jaws”, we’ll stow in your wheelhouse the ability to identify the 
reasons and motivations behind the “difficult” behavior of others, 
maintain a professional demeanor and remain focused on common 
goals in the face of conflict, avoid conceding on important issues for 
the sake of “harmony”, and employ proven tactics to diffuse tense 
encounters in the workplace.  
Nicole Hammill, Louisiana State University Health Science Center, 
New Orleans 
Room: Palms 3 
 
déjà vu: Debunking Common Research Administration Myths 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Pre-Award 
This session will feature an educational game technique using 
TurningPoint clickers in which participants will have the opportunity 
to compare their knowledge of various topics within Research 
Administration to that of their peers in a spirited collegial game in an 
anonymous setting. Topics will range from our favorite compliance 
challenges (IRB, IACUC, conflict of interest, and the Uniform 
Guidance) to those nagging FAR clauses and IP issues, with plenty in 

between. Immediate feedback will provide answers and opportunity 
for discussion of these hot topics. 
Deborah Smith, University of Tennessee Health Science Center; 
Jeanne Hermann-Petrin, University of Tennessee Health Science; 
Patricia Page, University of Tennessee Health Science  
Room: Tides A 
 
NSF Update  
Content Level: Overview   Track: Federal 
This session will highlight information from NSF’s revised Proposal & 
Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) (NSF 15-1).  The revised 
PAPPG became effective December 26, 2014, and implements 2 
CFR § 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, 
and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance).  The 
Uniform Guidance incorporates language from eight existing Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) circulars into one consolidated set 
of guidance in the Code of Federal Regulations.  The PAPPG also has 
been revised to incorporate other significant changes and 
clarifications unrelated to the Uniform Guidance implementation.   
Beth Strausser, National Science Foundation 
Room: Palmetto Hall 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
Successful Managing and Mentoring—Keep the Best and the 
Brightest in Tough Times 
Content Level: Advanced   Track: General 
To be a good leader you must learn to effectively manage your team 
or run the risk of losing valuable people. We have gathered a team of 
senior research administrators who will teach you how to motivate, 
inspire and encourage your staff. They will share their personal 
experiences that have helped them to thrive as supervisors, and help 
steer you away from fail practices. Learn how to reach goals and 
contribute to the success of your organization by understanding what 
your role is as a manager. This session will provide tools and 
techniques that can be used in your day-to-day routine. 
Tolise Miles, Children’s National Medical Center; David Smelser,  
University of Tennessee; Anne Albinak, John Hopkins University; Mary 
Louise Healy, John Hopkins University; Laurianne Torres, Duke 
University 
Room: Tides B 
 
Policy, Politics and Principles: Ethical and Legal Issues for 
Organizational Leaders 
Content Level: Senior   Track: General 
Ethical and Legal Issues for Organizational Leaders: This discussion 
will provide a forum for Senior Administrators to discuss complex 
issues related to ethical and legal issues. We will discuss how 
Research Administrators should handle ethical dilemmas when the 
Investigator's goals seem incommensurable with the regulations.  
Michelle Vazin, Vanderbilt University 
Room: Tides C 

MONDAY, MAY 11 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

1:30 PM - 2:45 PM 
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MONDAY, MAY 11 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

3:00 PM - 4:15 PM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
The Basics of Developing a Proposal Budget 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Departmental 
Have you been struggling to put budgets together? Unsure of what 
should be included? Developing a budget can be very complicated 
and can impact the project if not prepared properly. Join us for a 
hands-on session on the basics of developing a budget.  
Erika Cottingham, University of North Carolina, Charlotte; Tamara Hill, 
Emory University; Valerie Crickard, University of North Carolina,  
Charlotte  
Room: Palms 1 
 
What is a RIO and Why do you need one? 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Compliance 
This session will outline federal research misconduct regulations, the 
oversight structure, and institutional responsibilities. Relevant case 
studies will be included to illustrate the concepts. 
Tracy Arwood, Clemson University 
Room: Palms 2 
 
Managing Sub-Awards at the Departmental Level 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Post Award  
Sub-awards are becoming more and more common and are coming 
under great scrutiny from all levels of research administration. This 
session will work through the sub-award process from proposal to 
closeout. Highlighted areas are how the Uniform Guidance has 
affected the way sub-awards are managed, things to keep in mind 
when writing the proposal, effective monitoring and procedures, and 
closeouts. This session will look at sub-awards and sub-recipient 
monitoring from a departmental perspective identifying areas of 
potential risk as well as auditing guidance from various sources 
including some relevant audit findings.  
Kay Gilstrap, Georgia State University; Robert Bingham-Roy, Georgia 
Institute of Technology 
Room: Palms 3 
 
Lifting the Patch and Avoiding the Plank: Tips, Tools and Tricks for the 
Newbie Onboard 
Content Level: Basic              Track: General 
One of the most apparent observations one can make about the field 
of research administration is that we all come from different 
backgrounds. There are few (if any) fields that can rival the 
knowledge and expertise that is represented by research 
administrators. Whether you’re pre-award, post-award, departmental, 
or central office, you’ll find that the learning curve is steep and you’re 
forced to “sink or swim”. Leveraging the hard-learned lessons of 
experienced research administrators, this workshop is for new 
research administrators to gather useful resources to make the 
transition to the field (or their current role) a smooth sailing. 
Tanya Blackwell, Georgia Tech Research Corporation; Natasha Stark, 
Kennesaw State University 
Room: Tides A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
Integrating Research Administration into the University’s Research 
Culture 
Content Level: Overview  Track: Research Development 
This session will discuss several models or programs that have been 
used to integrate research administration into the overall university's 
or college's research culture. Often research administration offices 
become isolated from the research community and culture and are 
viewed strictly as an office for enforcing administrative and regulatory 
compliance. This session will present approaches that help integrate 
research administration as a partner in the research community to 
make a greater impact on the research culture. 
Jo Smith, University of Central Florida; Winona Ward, Louisiana State 
University 
Room: Tides B 
 
Choosing the Right eRA for Your Institution 
Content Level: Overview   Track: PUI 
Do you have the right tools to systematically evaluate a new 
electronic research administration (eRA) solution for your institution? 
What's the best way to compare costs for a hosted vs. on-site 
implementation? What are the variables you need to consider? How 
much IT support is needed to support a new software 
implementation? These are all common (and even daunting) 
questions faced by small to mid-sized institutions looking to 
streamline and automate their research administration processes. 
This session will take you through the eRA decision making process 
at Coastal Carolina University including how they defined their 
requirements, evaluated alternatives, discovered gaps, and obtained 
estimates from the top-ranked alternatives. It will also discuss the 
importance of on-going support, upgrades, stability, development, 
application maturity, and more.  
Karen Fletcher, Coastal Carolina University; Michelle McGinnis, 
Coastal Carolina University 
Room: Tides C 
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TUESDAY, MAY 12 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

9:00 AM - 10:15 AM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Strengthen Your Proposal Through Stakeholder Engagement 
Content Level: Intermediate  Track: Research Development 
The structure of federal funding is changing and funders want to see 
more collaborations, consortium efforts, and more. They believe in 
broader impact and want to get the biggest bang for their buck. In 
this session, participants will learn how to engage stakeholders 
throughout the proposal process.  
Laneika Musalini, TriCounty Technical College; Melanie Hicks, 
University of Tampa 
Room: Palms 1 
 
MTAs: Still Crazy After All These Years 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Pre-Award 
This session will cover the basics of material transfer agreements 
(MTAs): what they are, why they are necessary. It will also address 
current issues in negotiating MTAs and include examples of problem 
clauses and why they are important and strategies for negotiating 
compromise language. It will include tips for speeding up the process 
and some Q&A for faculty. 
Deborah Smith, University of Tennessee Health Science Center 
Room: Palms 2 
 
Leadership Development for Research Administrators: Perils and 
Pitfalls for New Managers 
Content Level: Intermediate              Track: General 
Learning to manage people can be difficult. As a new manager, to be 
effective you must develop and utilize new skills. However, the 
majority of new managers and supervisors do not receive any training 
or coaching prior to beginning their new position. This interactive 
session will discuss common new manager mistakes and share the 
experiences of the three panelist and their transition to management. 
Valerie Crickard, University of North Carolina, Charlotte; Tamara Hill, 
Emory University; Erika Cottingham, University of North Carolina, 
Charlotte 
Room: Palms 3 
 
Cost Transfers 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Post-Award 
A cost transfer is an after-the-fact reallocation of costs. Mistakes are 
sometimes made so, what is the problem? What makes the problem 
bigger? We will discuss both appropriate and inappropriate reasons 
for cost transfers and best practices for documenting the appropriate 
ones and eliminating the inappropriate ones.  
Tammy Hudson, University of Alabama; Michelle Vazin, Vanderbilt 
University 
Room: Tides A 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
How to Develop and Enforce University Policies and Procedures at 
Non-research Intensive PUIs 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: PUI 
The Office of Sponsored Programs is on the front line of defense for 
protecting the interest of the University.  To do this effectively 
university policies and procedures must be developed and 
enforced.  In this session we will discuss how to generate support for 
policies and procedures, language to use when developing policies 
and procedures, and barriers which must be overcome to create 
effective policies and procedures.  
James Denney, Mississippi University of Women 
Room: Tides B 
 
As a Senior Research Administrator: What to do now? 
Content Level: Senior  Track: General 
This discussion will provide a forum for Senior Administrators to 
discuss complex issues related to career development.  We will 
discuss what Senior Research Administrators could be doing to get 
the most out of professional development opportunities. 
Pamela “Mo” Valentine, University of Memphis 
Room: Tides C 
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TUESDAY, MAY 12 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

10:30 AM - 11:45 AM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Higher Education Opportunities for Research Administration 
Professionals 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: General 
Have you ever wondered about what you can do to advance your 
education and knowledge base as it pertains specifically to research 
administration? Over the past decade several Master degree level 
programs have been initiated at higher education institutions 
throughout the country. This concurrent session will focus on current 
opportunities for research administration professionals to further 
your education, gain knowledge, and strengthen your résumé.  
Tom Roberts, Florida Gulf Coast University; Daniel Compo, Florida 
Gulf Coast University 
Room: Palms 1 
 
Human Universals: A Context for Reducing Conflict and Tension in 
Relationships Between Departmental and Central Roles 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Departmental 
Human universals are behavioral or cognitive traits that are shared 
by all human beings. A few examples of such traits are collective 
decision making, planning, statuses and roles, division of labor, 
weapons, and healing. Applying the concept of human universals to 
the tension and conflict we often find in the relationships between 
departments and the central office can be an enlightening exercise. 
Thinking in terms of these universal traits can help us develop 
strategies for building productive relationships that support research 
on our campuses. 
Laura Letbetter, Georgia Institute of Technology; Kathleen Halley, 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Room: Palms 2 
 
A Grassroots Approach to Research Training 
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
In order to meet the overwhelming need for in-depth, step by step 
guidance and instruction of our Research Administrators, MUSC has 
developed the Integrated Departmental Education for Administrators 
(IDEA) Program. This comprehensive 10 week program walks each 
participant through the sponsored research program process, with 
each topic presented designed to build upon the last from the pre-
award process through budgeting, the submission process, and post-
award basics, culminating with a complete guide of the Universal 
Management System (UMS). This session will review how we 
designed the course, drafted subject matter experts to volunteer their 
time and effort to write and present the material, and how we 
achieved the support from every College within the MUSC community. 
Wanda Hutto, Medical University of South Carolina; Kevin Hildreth, 
Medical University of South Carolina; Beth Hansell, Medical University 
of South Carolina 
Room: Palms 3 
 
Exposure: Administrative Program Reviews 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: PUI 
Given the increased complexities of research administration, 
departments and offices are constantly evolving.  Whether it is a 
result of restructuring or assuming new areas of responsibilities we 
get caught up in the daily operations with an ultimate goal of 
maintaining compliance and we risk losing sight of, or missing 
opportunities for general efficiencies in the  administrative functions.  
An Administrative Program Review (ADPR) calls attention to the role 

that the office plays within and for the University at large, but also 
has the added benefit of visibility for the unit rather than an isolated 
review for office management.  This session will discuss the many 
advantages of conducting an Administrative Program Review on your 
office.    
Pamela Whitlock, University of North Carolina, Wilmington; Andrea 
Moshier, Western Carolina University; Mimi Fenton, Western Carolina 
University; Carol Burton, Western Carolina University 
Room:  Tides A 
 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
Ask NSF 
Content Level: Overview  Track: Federal 
Ask the  Head of the Policy Office, Division of Institution and Award 
Support, within the NSF's Office of Budget, Finance, and Award 
Management any grants management question.  Questions may be 
about policy, administrative and/or fiscal issues. 
Beth Strausser, National Science Foundation 
Room: Tides B 
 
Compliance Programs and the Mitigation of Risk for Organizational 
Leaders 
Content Level: Senior  Track: Compliance 
This discussion will provide a forum for Senior Administrators to 
discuss complex issues related to compliance programs.  We will 
discuss the effectiveness of research compliance programs in 
mitigating the risk of non-compliance.  
Carpantato (Tanta) Myles, University of Alabama  
Room: Tides C 
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TUESDAY, MAY 12 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

1:30 PM - 2:45 PM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
More Than Just a Job: A Guide to Your Calling and the Possibilities 
Outside the Office 
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
How do we define what we "do"? This session will be a guide on 
redefining what it means to be a part of research administration, how 
to reset your priorities, reassess your value, and understand the 
limitless opportunities which are within your reach. 
Adam Lawler, Duke University; Steve Koogler, University of Central 
Florida 
Room: Palms 1 
 
I am a Research Administrator: Now, How Do I Fix this Department?? 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Department 
You’re the department manager or finance officer and everything 
seems to be wrong: the numbers don’t add up, everything is late, the 
staff are ill-trained and on top of it all, the faculty are grumpy: they 
don’t want change, they want to be left in peace to spend “their” 
money the way they always have – freely and without anyone 
questioning their choices. The central offices are on you to get 
everything cleaned up but where do you start? With the money, of 
course! This concurrent session will go over what the most important 
problem areas are in departmental finance and strategies for getting 
them fixed. 
Anne Albinak, John Hopkins University; Kay Gilstrap, Georgia State 
University 
Room: Palms 2 
 
Budget Development 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Pre-Award 
Come prepared for this interactive budget development session. 
We're going to get some hands-on practice developing a budget and 
tips on how to create a winning budget justification all just in time for 
those OMB changes. 
Vonnie Perkins, University of South Carolina; Jo Smith, University of 
Central Florida 
Room: Palms 3 

 
Working Together: How University Research Foundations, Sponsored 
Programs and Philanthropic Foundations Can Come Together to 
Advance Research and Scholarship Funding 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: PUI 
Pressures to increase external funding can place university 
foundations and an office of sponsored programs in conflict with one 
another.  The lure of reduced or absent indirect costs can be alluring 
to faculty who see the university’s philanthropic foundation (gifts) as 
an alternative to higher facilities and administrative costs of the 
office of sponsored programs (grants).  Aside from the rules and 
regulations, there are numerous beneficial and collaborative ways in 
which to support the institutional mission, while fulfilling the role that 
both gifts and grants can serve. 
Don McLemore, Georgia Southern University 
Room: Tides A 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
The Voyages of the Research Enterprise, the Undiscovered Future 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track:  General 
Research, the final frontier.  These are the stories of administrators 
from different universities.  Each has their own unique and quirky 
avenue it has explored.  Each has sought out strange but successful 
new ways to encourage faculty development, encourage scholarly 
work and grow the research enterprise.  Join us as we take you on a 
fun, exciting voyage through the research enterprise and boldly go, 
where you want to be! 

Erica Gambrell, University of Alabama; Marc Haon, Auburn University 
Room: Tides B 
 
Human Resource Issues for the Senior Research Administrator 
Content Level: Senior   Track: General 
Are you new to management or facing new management challenges 
related to human resources? If so, bring your dilemmas, questions, 
and ideas to this discussion group and explore staffing, training, 
retention, remediation, and continuity issues with other senior 
research administrators. We guarantee that you will go home with at 
least some bit of new knowledge or an idea to try at your institution! 
Discuss personnel issues related to staffing, retention, remediation, 
and continuity.  
Barbara Gray, East Carolina University 
Room: Tides C 
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TUESDAY, MAY 12 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS 

3:00 - 4:15 PM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Classification, Organization, and Structure of Research Services 
Content Level: Intermediate  Track: Research Development 
This concurrent session will focus on the organizational structure of 
the various types and classifications of higher education institutions 
in the United States. Understanding the organizational structure and 
institutional culture at your home institution is extremely important in 
determining the most efficient, effective, and receptive environment 
that can be established to increase research productivity and funding 
success. Suggested services and techniques for all classifications of 
higher education institutions will be discussed.  
Tom Roberts, Florida Gulf Coast University 
Room: Palms 1 
 
Getting to Know Region III 
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
Come and learn about the reorganization that has taken place in the 
region.  Ask questions and give input on topics the region needs to 
address in the future. 
Laurianne Torres, Duke University; Danielle McElwain; University of 
South Carolina; David Smelser, University of Tennessee; Alex 
Atkinson, Tennessee State University; Kay Gilstrap, Georgia State 
University; Erica Gambrell, University of Alabama; Tony Ventimiglia, 
Auburn University 
Room: Palms 2 
 
Restructuring Departmental Research Administration for Efficiency: A 
Team Based Model 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Departmental 
This will be presented by the Emory and MUSC Departments of 
Medicine, related to restructuring Research staff in a central, team 
based model. Emory recently successfully restructured and will 
outline their approach and highlight the successes and lessons 
learned throughout the process. In 2015, MUSC Department of 
Medicine will be implementing a similar centralized restructuring. 
MUSC will highlight the business drivers and operational planning 
and logistical issues critical to successful implementation.  
Cameron Craft, Medical University of South Carolina; Joe Gough, 
Medical University of South Carolina; Nancy Jenkins, Emory University 
Room: Palms 3 
 
Cost Share—The Total Package 
Content Level: Basic   Track: Post Award 
It sounded harmless enough at first; a PI wants to work on his project 
all through the year and was just going to charge his time in the 
summer. Or the department has lab space that is waiting for the PI to 
use whenever he wants. But these innocent offerings in the proposal 
turned into complicated and consuming beasts of required cost 
share. Now the PI is thinking you’re the enemy to his research and 
you are caught by your agency’s accounting system that demand 
documented cost share. What’s a research administrator to do?!?  
Steve Koogler, University of Central Florida; Erin Blackwell, University 
of Central Florida 
Room: Tides A 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCUSSION GROUPS 
The Creative and Research Activities Development and Enrichment 
Program for Faculty Development 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Pre-Award  
CRADLE (Creative and Research Activities Development and 
Enrichment) is a faculty development program at Wake Forest 
University.  The goal of CRADLE is to help faculty improve their 
grantsmanship and develop superior research programs and creative 
activities.  Since fall 2007, 29 faculty have graduated from the 
CRADLE program and 4 have received NSF CAREER awards.   
Amy Comer, Wake Forest University  
Room: Tides B 
 
 
“MUST” is used 823 Times! What Ga Tech did to Prepare for 
Implementation of the Uniform Requirements on 26 Dec., 2014 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Compliance 
This discussion group will look at how the administration and staff of 
the Georgia Institute of Technology came together to analyze, 
prioritize, map and update policy and procedures as needed, 
communicate and train its research community about what was not 
changing and what was changing as a result of the Uniform 
Requirements. The panel will discuss the dynamics of the Task Force 
on “Policy Change and Implementation for the Uniform 
Requirements”, engagement of the campus stakeholders, the 
workflow process and lessons learned as the Institute readied itself 
for the implementation of the Uniform Requirements.  
Robert Bingham-Roy, Georgia Institute of Technology; Jennifer Camp, 
Georgia Institute of Technology; Sandy Barber, Georgia Institute of 
Technology; Dana Simpson, Georgia Institute of Technology 
Room: Tides C 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 13 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS  

8:45 AM - 10:00 AM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Creating Strategic Partnerships 
Content Level: Intermediate  Track: Research Development 
Strategic decisions in regards to research project partnerships can 
quickly make your research project more competitive and more 
complex. The purpose of this session is to identify when to consider 
partnerships and to discuss the three primary types of partnerships 
in sponsored research projects and examples of partnerships in 
different academic disciplines. In addition, the session will address 
the advantages and challenges to consider during the research 
development phase and the implementation of the project. 
Jo Smith, University of Central Florida; Winona Ward, Louisiana State 
University  
Room: Tides A 
 
Silence Isn’t Always Golden: Speak up for compliance! 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Compliance 
There can be serious legal and ethical ramifications for failing to 
monitor compliance issues on sponsored programs. Most institutions 
have multiple offices that monitor the various types of compliance 
such as IACUC, IRB, COI, Export Control and Hazardous Materials. 
This session will provide an overview of the gaps in communication 
between those offices and how to close those gaps using 
comprehensive policies, automated systems and technology based 
notifications. We will discuss moving from grant officer driven 
reviews, to policy driven reviews, to automated technology based 
notifications to compliance offices, enabling expert review of 
compliance issues. 
Cheryl Walters, East Carolina University; Kevin Mills, East Carolina 
University 
Room: Tides B 
 
You Don’t Have to Do It Alone 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: General 
Explore the ways to create a professional support network within your 
institution by sharing your knowledge and expertise in research 
administration with various  layers of administrative staff. Even 
though your office may only have a few staff, there are resources 
throughout your campus that can provide valuable  assistance. Come 
take part in an interactive session to gain new ideas for expanding 
outreach to others on your campus. Discuss various way of engaging 
your colleagues in becoming your partners in reaching the external 
funding goals and assure compliance. Share your experiences – 
positive and negative – in reaching out and expanding institutional 
resources to enhance sponsored program activities 
Andrea Moshier, Western Carolina University ; Pamela Whitlock, 
University of North Carolina, Wilmington 
Room: Tides C 

Uniform Guidance: Strategy and Implementation 
Content Level: Overview   Track: Federal 
This session will provide an update on the Uniform Guidance 
regulations (2 CFR Part 200) that were issued December 26, 2014 
as well as a discussion on University strategies for compliance with 
the regulations post implementation.  
Mira Levine, MAXIMUS, Higher Education Practice; Mark Davis,  
Attain, LLC; Bill Lambert, Emory University; Cindy Hope, University of 
Alabama 
Room: Palms 1 
 
Launch of A-State Student Research Council, A Practical Model for 
PUI Growth in Undergraduate Research 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: PUI 
In today's university setting, there is pressure to do more with less. 
Many primarily undergraduate institutions (PUIs) struggle to expand 
and institutionalize undergraduate research while lacking resources 
to staff a dedicated student research office. In state-wide feedback 
from students at PUIs, a common theme was students wanted more 
influence and leadership in research on their campuses, but did not 
have a pathway to engage in the process. We propose the creation of 
a student-led research council as a registered campus organization 
to actively engage students in expanding and institutionalizing 
undergraduate research in a resource-limited environment. Over sixty 
students participated in the launch of the A-State Student Research 
Council, a practical model for growth in both quantity and quality of 
student research at a PUI.  
Emily Devereux, Arkansas State University 
Room: Palms 2 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 13 
CONCURRENT SESSIONS 

10:15 AM - 11:30 AM 

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
Supporting Faculty Efforts to Obtain Research Funding: Successful 
Practices and Lessons Learned 
Content Level: Overview  Track:  Research Development 
Faculty members face increasing pressure to obtain external funding 
for their research endeavors. As a result, administrators from many 
colleges and universities have sought to develop new programs and 
services aimed at supporting faculty members’ efforts in finding and 
receiving external funds for their research. The purpose of this 
session is to describe the strategies an Office of Research within a 
College of Education has employed in order to help faculty identify 
grant opportunities and obtain research funding.  
Jennifer Ramsey, Florida State University; Alison Moore, Florida State 
University; Terra Bradley, Florida State University 
Room: Tides A 
 
Subawards Ahoy! Navigating the Subaward Process  
Content Level: Basic   Track: Pre-Award 
This presentation will offer an overview of the subaward process for 
novice pre-award research administrators. We will take a simple 
subaward from proposal through execution, on a journey that 
encompasses subrecipient commitment forms, risk analysis, and 
more of the many pieces needed to implement a subaward. 
Donna Duncan, East Carolina University 
Room: Tides B 
 
Dealing with Non-Compliance and Research Misconduct: 
Requirements, Response, and Real World Solutions 
Content Level: Advanced   Track: Compliance 
Dealing with noncompliance (in human subjects research, animal 
research, conflict of interest management, export compliance, and 
other related areas) and allegations of research misconduct can be 
extremely challenging and resource consuming. This session will 
focus on required elements of a compliance program, how to 

effectively respond to allegations of noncompliance and misconduct, 
and how these responses may be integrated across various units at 
the university. The presentation of background information will be 
followed by several real-world scenarios with solutions and cautions 
as well as lessons learned and tips about what has worked  
effectively and what has caused difficulty and challenges. 
Aurali Dade, George Mason University; Lori Olafson, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas 
Room: Tides C 
 
Subawards and Uniform Guidance 
Content Level: Intermediate   Track: Federal 
This hybrid concurrent session/discussion group will focus on 
Vanderbilt’s experience in handling Uniform Guidance in regards to 
subawards and input from attendees as to how their institutions are 
implementing the “must haves”  for subawarding from the UG  
Patrick Green, Vanderbilt University 
Room: Palms 1 
 
Presenting at NCURA Conferences 
Content Level: Overview   Track: General 
Do you have a great idea for a presentation topic? Have you ever 
wondered how to become a presenter at an NCURA conference?  This 
is the session for you.  Our experienced presenters will share 
valuable tips from the perspective of a presenter and a program 
committee member. 
Laurianne Torres, Duke University; David Smelser, University of 
Tennessee; Tony Ventimiglia, Auburn University 
Room: Palms 2 
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THINGS TO DO 
OUT & ABOUT IN THE CHARLESTON AREA 

TRAVEL BACK IN TIME 
Charleston’s Museum Mile features the richest 
concentration of cultural sites open to visitors in 
downtown Charleston.  Stroll the one-mile section of 
Meeting Street and you 
will discover six 
museums, five nationally 
important historic 
houses, four scenic 
parks and a 
Revolutionary War 
powder magazine, as well as numerous historic 
houses of workshop and public buildings including 
the Market and City Hall. 
 

Hours: Monday-Saturday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM;  
Sunday 1:00 PM-5:00 PM 
 

For additional information: 843-722-2996 or 
www.charlestonsmuseummile.org . 

 

TAKE YOUR TASTE BUDS 
FOR A STROLL 
Charleston Culinary Tours combine the best of 
Charleston history, food and cocktails with unique 
historic tours that highlight the local cuisine.  There 
are five tours that include Downtown, Upper King 
Street, Chef’s Showcase at the Farmer’s Market, 
Chefs’ Kitchen 
and Mixology.  
Each tour visits 
several different 
restaurants, 
bars or the 
Farmer’s Market to combine elements of a 
historical tour with a culinary adventure! 
 

Hours: times vary 

For additional information:  843-259-2966 or  
http://www.charlestonculinarytours.com/ 

FUN FOR WHOLE FAMILY 
Fun, wonder and education come together at the 
South Carolina Aquarium. An intimate family-fun 
adventure, see a rare 
albino American alligator, 
get hands-on at the 
Touch Tank, marvel at 
the sharks in the Great 
Ocean Tank, come face-
to-face with rays in the Stingray Encounter, or take a 
behind-the-scenes tour of the Sea Turtle Hospital.   
 

Hours: Monday-Sunday 9:00 AM-4:00 PM 
 

For additional information: www.scaquarium.org/ 

 

DARE TO BE SCARED 
You’ve heard the spooky Charleston ghost stories.  
Now experience them up close and personal on a 
tour that takes you where others won’t dare go. 

Walk inside the gates of one of Charleston’s oldest 
graveyards after dark during the Ghost and 
Graveyard Tour.  When all the other walking tours 
are looking through the 
fence, you’ll be on the 
inside.  Explore the dark 
corners, closely inspect the 
headstones to see what you 
might learn, and step 
across the graves if you 
dare.  Learn about the 
history of Charleston’s graveyards and hear the 
stories of the famous individuals who found their 
final resting place in the Holy City.   
 

Hours:  Monday-Sunday 7:30 PM & 9:30 PM 
 

For additional information:  843-722-8687 or 
http://bulldogtours.com/ghost-tours/ 
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NETWORKING 
EVENTS & ACTIVITIES 

Welcome Tailgate Reception 
Sunday, May 10 | 6:00 - 7:00 PM 

Palm Cove Grass and South Pool Deck 
Show your school spirit by proudly wearing a school shirt or 
school colors, join the corn hole tournament, and enjoy light 
tailgate themed refreshments while chatting with colleagues.  

 
 

Dinner Groups 
Monday, May 11 | 5:00 PM 

Meet in the Lobby 
Continue conversations or make new connections while     

enjoying a meal with your colleagues.  A list of restaurants will 
be posted at the registration desk and on the NCURA App.  

Please sign up by 1:30 on Monday.  
 

Newcomer Breakfast 
Tuesday, May 12 | 7:30 - 8:45 AM 

Palms 4 - 5 
Is this your first NCURA Spring meeting?  This will be a 
great opportunity for you to meet other NCURA colleagues, to 

ask questions about the organization, and to have fun and 
enjoy breakfast while expanding your professional network.   

 

Regional Dinner Celebration 
Tuesday, May 12 | 7:00 - 10:00 PM 

Grand Pavilion North & Gazebo 
Sand? Check.  Surf? Check. 

Great food? Check.  DJ and dancing? Check. 
Only thing missing is YOU! 

Come out to the Grand Pavilion and enjoy the amazing sunset  
while enjoying a delicious meal. 

Join us for the Pre-Dinner Reception at 6:30pm. 
 
 
 
 
 

Hospitality Suite 
Come relax, network, hangout with colleagues 

each night in the Hospitality Suite. 
Anchors Aweigh Welcome Night 

Sunday, May 10| 8:00 PM to MIDNIGHT 
Cross Questions & Crooked Answers Team Game Night! 

Monday, May 11 | 8:00 PM to MIDNIGHT 
Leaning Tower of Research Administration 

Tuesday, May 12 | 10:00 PM to MIDNIGHT 
Boardwalk Inn Club Room 

See details in NCURA App and on page 10! 

GRAB A SEAT FOR LUNCH! 
at our 

Regional Business Meeting 
Door Prizes will be given away! 

 
 

TUESDAY, MAY 12   |   12:00 NOON 
 

Palms 4 - 8 
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NCURA REGION III 
LEADERSHIP TEAM 

 

CHAIR 
Laurianne Torres 
Duke University 

NCURA REGION III OFFICERS 

 

CHAIR-ELECT 
Danielle McElwain 

University of South Carolina 

TREASURER 
Alex Atkinson  

Tennessee State University 

IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR 
Rodney Granec 

The University of West Alabama 

REGION III NATIONAL BOARD MEMBER 
Erica Gambrell 

University of Alabama 

MEMBERSHIP 
SERVICES 

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

VOLUNTEER  
SERVICES COMMUNICATION COMMUNITY  

ENGAGEMENT 
NOMINATIONS & 

LEADERSHIP 

Honors & Awards 
Rob Bingham-Roy 

Georgia Institute of  
Technology 

Learning  
Communities 

Vacant 

Hospitality  
Natasha Stark 
Kennesaw State  

University 

Web Site 
Tricia Page 

University of Tennessee 

Sponsorships 
Steven Koogler 
University of Central 

Florida 

Elections 
Nancy Thoman 

Florida Atlantic  
University 

New Members 
Vacant 

 Volunteer 
Hagan Walker 

Clemson University 

Social Media 
Brigette Pfister 

Virginia Commonwealth 
University 

Philanthropy 
Adam Lawler 
Duke University 

Mentoring 
Vacant 

Emeritus &   
Alumnae 
Vacant 

 Attendee  
Experience 

Vacant 

Public Relations 
Tanya Blackwell 
Georgia Institute of  

Technology 

  

   Surveys & Evaluations 
Vacant 

  

SECRETARY 
David Smelser 

University of Tennessee 

CHAIR APPOINTED COMMITTEE MEMBER 
Tony Ventimiglia 

Auburn University 

Incoming Chair-Elect 
Kay Gilstrap 

Georgia State University 

NCURA REGION III STANDING COMMITTEES 
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PROPERTY MAP 
WILD DUNES RESORT 
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FLOORPLAN 
MEETING ROOMS LAYOUT 

WILD DUNES RESORT 
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Debra Alexander 

Georgia Southern University 

Alex Atkinson   

Tennessee State University 

Rob Bingham-Roy 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

Kay Gilstrap 

Georgia State University 

Bruxanne Hein 

Coastal Carolina University 

David Smelser 

University of Tennessee 

Beryline Temples 

University at Central Arkansas 

Justo Torres 

North Carolina State University 

Laurianne Torres 

Duke University 

Pamela “Mo” Valentine 

University of Memphis 

Kristin Wetherbee 

University of Central Florida 

 

THANK YOU 
TO THE MANY VOLUNTEERS 
WHO HELPED MAKE THIS MEETING POSSIBLE! 

2015 REGION III SPRING MEETING 

Danielle McElwain, Program Chair 
University of South Carolina 

email: dmcelwai@mailbox.sc.edu 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

PROGRAM CHAIR 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Sandy Barber 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

Jennifer Benson 

University of Tennessee 

Nancy Bove’ 

University of South Carolina 

Ken Carter 

University of Tennessee 

Lawson Culver 

University of Tennessee 

Health Science Center 

James Denney 

Mississippi University for Women 

Emily Devereux 

Arkansas State University 

June Headley-Greenlaw 

University of South Carolina 

Steve Koogler 

University of Central Florida 

Adam Lawler 

Duke University  

Tricia Page 

University of Tennessee 

Health Science Center 

Natasha Starks 

Kennesaw State University 

Stacy Wade 

University of Tennessee 

Hagan Walker 

Clemson University 

 

We extend our sincerest gratitude to all of the NCURA volunteers, 
Planning Committee Members, Track Chairs, and Meeting Ambassadors 

who helped make this meeting a great success! 
 
 
 

And a special THANK YOU to our workshop and session presenters 
for dedicating your time and talent! 
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NCURA Region III would like to acknowledge the 
generosity of our HOST INSTITUTION 

 

NCURA Region III would also like to acknowledge the 
generosity of our INSTITUTIONAL SPONSORS 

EXHIBITORS 
& SPONSORS 
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EXHIBITORS 
& SPONSORS 

We would like to acknowledge the generous support of our exhibitors. 
Representatives from these sponsors will be exhibiting during the meeting and at break times 

and will be available to answer questions and provide information about their services.  
 

 Exhibits will be open Sunday through Wednesday. 


